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Abstract: The connection between convergence of product integration rules and mean convergence of Lagrange 
interpolation in L, (1 <p < 00) has been thoroughly analysed by Sloan and Smith [37]. Motivated by this 
connection, we investigate mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation at the zeros of orthogonal polynomials 
associated with Freud weights on R. Our results apply to the weights exp(-x”/2), m = 2,4,6. . . , and for the 
Hermite weight (m = 2) extend results of Nevai [28] and Bonan [2] in at least one direction. The results are sharp 
in L,, , 1 < p G 2. As a consequence, we can improve results of Smith, Sloan and Opie [38] on convergence of 
product integration rules based on the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials associated with the Hermite weight. In 
the process, we prove a new Markov-Stieltjes inequality for Gauss quadrature sums, and solve a problem of Nevai 
on how to estimate certain quadrature sums. 
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1. Introduction 
In [28], Nevai proved: 
Theorem 1. Let W2 be the Her-mite weight, so that 
W(x) = exp(-x2/2) , x E R . (14 
Let f be continuous in [w and assume 
IfWlW) = +I-‘> > I+- f (1.2) 
Let L,( f, x) denote the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree at most n - 1 to f at the 
zeros of the orthogonal polynomial of degree n associated with W’. Then, for 1 < p < 03, 
/@J IKfc4 - L,(f> wY~>llLp(,, = 0. (1.3) 
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Subsequently, Bonan [2] improved and extended Nevai’s results, and considered the more 
general weight lx]* exp(-x2/2), h > -1. We quote his result for A = 0. 
Theorem 2. Let W be given by (1.1). Let f be continuous in IF! and assume 
If(x)IW(4 = 4~lr”> 7 I+~ > 
Let L,(f, x) be as above and O<p <a. Then, 
(1.4) 
where 
6 a$+1/(3p), p>4. 1 
<l-l/p, 0<9c4, 
(1.6) 
Neither Nevai nor Bonan attended to the question of whether the growth conditions (1.2) 
and (1.4) are best possible, a question which had been raised by Nevai in [26, p. 1901. 
Further, Askey [l, p. 751 questioned in a related context whether continuity could be replaced 
by Riemann integrability, as in the classical Erdos-Turan theorem. Here we shall show that 
(1.3) persists if f is Riemann integrable in each bounded interval and (1.2) is replaced by: 
If l<p<2, for some E>O, 
]f(X)] W(X) = o(JXJ-“P(logJXJ)-l’P * * * (log * * * logJX])-l’P-E) ) 
as ]x]+m, while if p>2, 
If(x)lW(x) = o(IxI-l+l’p) 
as (n]+a~. 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Note that (1.7) is ‘best possible’: If we let E = 0, we can choose f satisfying (1.7) with E = 0, 
but such that fW$?L,(R), so that even the norms in (1.3) are infinite. For p = 2, (1.7) 
essentially appears in Lubinsky and Sidi [19], where the Erdos-Turan theorem was extended 
to include functions with finitely many square integrable singularities. For p > 2, it seems 
likely that - 1 + l/p in (1.8) can be replaced by 1. 
We shall also show that f may be allowed to have finitely many singularities of suitably 
restricted growth, provided one replaces L, ( f, x) in (1.3) by L 2 ( f, x) which interpolates to f 
except at the closest interpolation point to each singularity off. At such interpolation points, 
L ,*( f, x) is chosen to interpolate to 0. This notion of ‘avoiding the singularity’ was first used by 
Rabinowitz [35] in a related context, namely in convergence of Gauss quadrature. 
The above results for the Hermite weight are special cases of Theorems 3 and 4, which deal 
with Freud weights W(x) = exp(- Q(X)) whose orthonormal polynomials satisfy certain 
bounds. The most typical Freud weights are W,(x) = exp(-1x1*/2), h > 1, and for A a positive 
even integer, Bonan [3,4] and Nevai [30] have obtained suitable bounds on the associated 
orthonormal polynomials. Magnus [20,21] proved the related Freud’s Conjecture for A a 
positive even integer. For a lengthy, but entertaining, survey of Freud weights, the reader may 
refer to Nevai [32]. Shorter surveys, with a different perspective, appear in Levin and 
Lubinsky [ll], Lubinsky [15], Mhaskar [23], Nevai [31] and Nevai and Totik [33,34]. 
To state our results, we need some notation. Throughout, C, Cl, C,, . . . , denote positive 
constants independent of y1 and X, and of all polynomials P of degree at most n or a constant 
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times IZ. The same symbol does not necessarily denote the same constant from line to line. 
Further, we use o, 0 and - as in Nevai [27]. Thus, for example, f(x) - g(x) if there exist C, 
and C, such that C, s f(x) /g(x) 6 C, for all x considered. 
Definition 1. We say W is a Freud weight of finite order, and write W E 9* if W(X) = 
exp(- Q(x)), x E & where Q is even and continuous in R, and Q’ and Q” are continuous for 
large positive x, while 
Q’(x) >O > J&C,?) (1.9) 
and 
O~xQ”(x)/Q’(x)d C,, xE[C,,a), (1.10) 
and either 
(i) Q”(x) is positive and nondecreasing in [C,, co), or 
(ii) there exists a E (1,2) such that 
Iii xQ ‘(x) /Q(x) = (Y . (1.12) 
Note that if A > 1, W,(x) = exp(-]xlA/2) E 9”. The class 4 G-* has been studied in [17] and is 
a subclass of the class 9 considered in [16]. Freud weights of various types have been 
intensively studied in [7-17,22-25,31-341. Associated with Q are the numbers 4,) extensively 
used by Freud, and defined for yt large enough to be the positive root of the equation 
CLQ’~L) = n. (1.13) 
For small II, we set q, = 1. Throughout, pi(x) = pj( W2; x) j = 0, 1,2, . . . , denote the ortho- 
normal polynomials associated with W”, so that 
1-t p,( W2; x)p,( W2; x)W”(x) dx = {; ’ 
> 
; ; ; ’ (1.14) 
Definition 2. Let W E 9*. We write WE .F*B and say W is a bounded Freud weight of finite 
order, if there exists D > 0 independent of II and x such that 
{p,(W’; x)W(x,H2 d C&I, , 1x1 d b, * (1.15) 
For W,(x) = exp(-x”/Z), m a positive even integer, (1.15) was proved first by Bonan [3] and 
subsequently in a sharper form by Nevai [30]. As discussed in Bonan, Lubinsky and Nevai [5], 
one can show that (1.15) is valid if W(x) = exp(- Q(x)), w h ere Q is any even polynomial of 
positive even degree with positive leading coefficient. 
Throughout, we denote the zeros of p, ( W2; x) by 
--co > Xln > X2n > * * * > x,, > ---co. 
The Lagrange interpolation polynomial to f at the zeros of p, will be denoted by 
(1.16) 
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where lj,, is the jth fundamental polynomial, satisfying 
k=j, 
kfj. 
Suppose now that f has finitely many singularities, say 
in the sense that f becomes unbounded at these points, but is bounded in each compact 
subinterval of (y,, yi+r), i = 0, 1, . . . , 1, where y0 = --03 and y[+r = m. Motivated by 
Rabinowitz’ idea of avoiding the singularity [35], we modify the definition of L,( f, X) as in 
Lubinsky and Sidi [19]: For each positive integer ~1, we let 
x c(I,n)n 7 x c(2,n)n 9 . * * 7 x c(l,n)n f 
denote the closest elements from {xln, xZn, . . . , xnn} to yl, y,, . . . , y, respectively. If X,(j,n)n 
is not uniquely defined, that is yj lies midway between two abscissas, we let X,(j,n)n denote the 
closest abscissa on the left. Finally, let 
and 
Y(n) = {c(l, n>,c(2,4, 4 * . ,44> 9 (1.17) 
Ln(f, x) = ;l f('jrz)'jnt') * (1.18) 
Thus L E( f, x) interpolates to f at the zeros of p, , except at the closest abscissa to a singularity 
of f, where it interpolates to 0. Our first result deals with LP, 1< p s 2, and is sharp in the 
sense that we cannot let E = 0 in the growth conditions (1.19) or (1.20). 
Theorem 3. Let WE !$*a. Let f: R--+ R and let there exist 
-.--co= Yo<Yt<Y,(***<Yt<Yl+,=oo 
such that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact subinterval of ( yi, Y~+~), 
i=O,1,2 ,..., 1. Letl<p S 2. Assume that for sume E > 0, 
If(x)I = 0(1x - yi]-l’p]log]X - yJ]-l’p * - * Ilog. * * ]loglx - yJ-“‘“_‘) (1.19) 
as x--,y,, i-l,2 ,..., 1, so that in particular f has LP integrable singularities at yi, i = 
1,2, . . * ,1. Assume, further, that for some E > 0, 
1 f(x)lW(x) = o(~~~-““~log~x~~-“~ * * ’ /log*’ *1og]x(J-“P-“) ) (1.20) 
as JxI+a, so that in particular fW E L,(R). Then 
;!$ Il{f(x> - LXf, ww)IIL,fR) = 0, (1.21) 
In particular, if I = 0, so that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact interval, 
(1.22) 
Using ideas from Bonan’s thesis [2], one can extend the above result to 0 < p s 1, but in a 
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weaker form. Since it is not of much interest for product integration rules, we shall omit the 
extension, The following is our result for p > 2. 
Theorem 4. Let W E S* B. Let f: R * R and let there exist 
--co= Yo<Yl<Y2<“‘<Yl<Yl+l=03 
such that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact subinterval of ( yi, Y~+~), 
i = 0, 1,2, . . . , 1. Letp>2.Assumethatforsome~>0,(1.19)holdsasx~yi,i=1,2 ,..., 1. 
Assume further that for some p 3 0, 
If(x)IW(x) = 41xl-p) 7 IxI+w (1.23) 
where 
lim sup(nlq~)*‘2-1’Pq~-1’P-P < cc . (1.24) 
n+- 
(It is always possible to find p satisfying (1.24)). Further, assume that y 2 0 satisfies 
;m (6”” u-’ du}q,liZ-‘llpnWlj~~(~) = 0. (1.25) 
(It is always possible to find y satisfying (1.25)). Then 
& Il{fW - LXf7 4m4(l+ IM-yIILp(R) = 0 * (1.26) 
In particular, if 1 = 0, so that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact interval 
F+= Il{fW - L,(fP x))W(x)(l + IxI)-yllLp(R) = 0 * (1.27) 
Let us consider the rather technical conditions (1.24) and (1.25) for the weight W(x) = 
W,(x) = exp( - Ix I”/2), h > 1. Of course we at present only know W, E P* B if A is a positive 
even integer, but it seems certain that W, E 9* B for arbitrary A > 1. From (1.13), we see that 
q,=(2nlA)““, n=l,2,3 ,.... 
Consequently (1.24) becomes 
PZ-$+($-l/p)(A-1). (1.28) 
In particular, for the Hermite weight (A = 2), (1.24) is satisfied if p = 1 - 1 lp, so that (1.23) 
becomes (1.8). Further for the Hermite weight, it is known (Szego [40]) that 
IIPnWLm~R, = WI y n+a, (1.29) 
and hence that for p > 2, 
IlpnWIL,cR, = 00) p n+m. (1.30) 
It is then easy to check that (1.25) is valid with /3 = 1 - 1 /p and y = 0. More generally, Bonan 
and Clark [4] showed that if W(x) = W,(x) and A is a positive even integer, then 
Ilp,WII._,,, = 0(n”6-‘(2A)) , n-m. (1.31) 
One can use this to show that for A d 6, both (1.24) and (1.25) are valid with y = 0 and p 
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satisfying (1.28). An alternative approach, which is more generally applicable, but yields 
weaker results, is to use weighted Nikolskii inequalities (Mhaskar [22], Nevai and Totik [34]) 
which show that 
~~pJv~~LP(n) < c(nIqJ1’2-1’P ) n = 1,2,3, . . . ) p > 2. 
Next, we turn to convergence of product integration rules. For rules based on zeros of 
orthogonal polynomials associated with weights on [ - 1, 11, a thorough analysis was performed 
by Sloan and Smith [37]. See also the references in [37], Lubinsky and Sidi [19] and Smith, 
Sloan and Opie [38]. The latter two papers contain (among other things) results for product 
integration rules associated with the Hermite weight. Rabinowitz and Sloan [36] dealt with 
convergence of product integration rules based on spline quadratures. 
Let k(x) be a measurable function for which all the integrals Jr, lk(x)l lxli dn, j = 
0, 1,2, . . . ) are finite. The product integration rule Z,[k, .] based on the zeros of p,( W2; x) is 
n 
‘PZikY fl = ,z wj,f(xj,> 7 (1.32) 
where the weights wjn are chosen so that 
Z,&, PI = j-_; WW dx , (1.33) 
for all polynomials P of degree at most IZ - 1. It can easily be shown [19,37] that 
Z&, fl = Ip3 L(f7 4w dx * (1.34) 
When f has singularities y, , y,, . . . , y,, we define modified integration rules ZE[k, f] by 
‘,*lIk7 fl = 2 wj,f(xj,) > 
j=l 
jfWn) 
(1.35) 
where P’(n) is as in (1.17). It is easy to see that 
Z,*]k, fl = I_:= L;(f, x)h(x) dx . (1.36) 
As previously noted, Zz is an extension of Rabinowitz’ idea [35] of dropping the closest 
abscissa to a singularity. We remark that the modified rules Zz used in Lubinsky and Sidi [19] 
may omit one more abscissa for each singularity than the rules used here. 
Theorem 5. Let W E g* B. Let f: Iw+ R and let there exist 
--03 = y, < y, < y2 < * . * < y, < yl+l = m ) 
such that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact subinterval of ( yi, Y,+~), 
i=O,1,2 ,..., 1. Let 1 < p < ~0 and let q > 1 satisfy 1 lp + 1 /q = 1. Assume that for some E > 0, 
(1.19) is valid as x-y,, i= 1,2,. . . , 1. Further, if 1 <p d 2, assume that (1.20) is valid as 
IxI+wforsomee>O, whileifp>2, weassumethat(1.23), (1.24)and(1.25)aresatisfiedfor 
some p 20 and y ~0. 
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Let k(x) be measurable in [w, and assume that 
IIk(x)W-1(x)Il,y(W)<03 ifl<p~? (1.37) 
while 
Ilw~-‘c4u + IxI)y/IL,(w) cc0 if P>2. (1.38) 
Then 
;_ma Z,*[k, f-1 = /;m fWW4 dx . (1.39) 
In particular, if I= 0, so that f is bounded and Riernann integrable in each compact interval, 
(1.40) 
We remark that for the Hermite weight, Theorem 5 improves a result of Smith, Sloan and 
Opie [38] in the sense that their growth condition on f, namely (1.2), is replaced by (1.7) if 
p s 2 and by (1.8) if p > 2. Further, the above result allows f to have singularities. For p = 2, 
essentially the above result appears in Lubinsky and Sidi [19]. Exactly as in Smith, Sloan and 
Opie [38], one may introduce and prove convergence of the ‘companion rules’, modified as in 
[19] to deal with singularities. Such results indicate ‘asymptotic stability’ of the integration 
rules. 
One of our auxiliary results is a new Markov-Stieltjes inequality for Gauss quadrature sums 
involving even weights and integrands-Lemma 3.2 below. Using it and results from [14], one 
can resolve a problem posed by Nevai in 1976 [26, p. 1701 on how to estimate sums such as 
fi A,,W-2(x,,). 
k=l 
Theorem 6 . Let W E S* . Let log+ r = max{l, log(r]}, r E R, and 
4(r) = (1 + ]r()a(log+]r()h(log+log+]r])c . . . , r E [w , (1.41) 
where a, b, c, . . . are arbitrary real numbers of which at mostfinitely many are non-zero. Then, 
as n-m, 
kz, hknWp2(Xkn)+(Xkn) - 1,“” 4(u) du . (1.42) 
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we introduce more notation. In Section 3, 
we state some properties of weights W E 4* and prove some estimates and convergence 
results for Gauss quadrature sums, including Theorem 6. In Section 4, we turn to the proof of 
Theorems 3, 4 and 5. 
The proofs use results and ideas of Askey [l], Bonan [3,4], Freud [7-lo], Levin and 
Lubinsky [11,12], Lubinsky and Sidi [19], Lubinsky, Mate and Nevai [16,17], Mhaskar [22] 
and Nevai [27-301. 
86 
2. Notation 
For the reader’s 
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convenience, we shall not only introduce new notation, but also recap on 
the notation from Section 1. Let WE 9*. Throughout, p,(x) = p,(W”; x), IZ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
denote the orthonormal polynomials associated with W”, so that (1.14) holds. Throughout the 
zeros of p, are denoted by 
oo>X*,>X*n>“‘>X,,>-M 
and y, > 0 denotes the leading coefficient of p,. Further, the nth kernel function is 
n-l 
K&, 0 = KW, xY t, = C Pj(w2; x)Pj(w2; t, 
j=O 
and the nth Christoffel function is 
A,(x) = h,(W2; x) = 1 lK,(x, x) , 
while 
Aj,=h”(x,), j=1,2 )...) yt. 
The Gauss quadrature formula is 
n 
zn[fl =,sl Ajnf(xji,) . 
Wheneverfhas singularities --to < y, < y, < * * * < yI < ~0, in the sense thatfbecomes unbound- 
ed at these points, we let x~(~,,+, x,(~,,+, . . . , xccl ,+,, denote the closest abscissas from 
{x In> 5, -. * 3 x,,) to Y,, Y,, . * - 7 yr respectively. As’at (1.17), we let 
Y(n) = {c(l, n), c(2, n), . . . ) c(l, n)}, n = 1,2, . . . ) 
and let 
‘,*[A = ,gI Ajnf(xjn)~ n=1,2,.... 
i@%n) 
Of course, if f is bounded in each finite interval, I:[ f] = Z,[f]. Given a function k(x) that is 
measurable and real valued and such that 
I 
m 
_-m Ik(x)jjx]‘dx<m, j=O, 1,2,. . . , 
the product integration rule Z,[k, -1 is given by 
where the weights win are chosen so that (1.33) is valid for all polynomials P of degree at most 
n - 1. Given a function f with singularities y, , y2, . . . , yI, the modified rule Zz[k, f] may be 
defined analagously to Z,*[f], as at (1.35) to (1.36). 
The fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation may be given by any of the 
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formulae (Freud, [6, p. 231, Nevai [27, p. 61) 
while the Lagrange interpolation polynomial to f at the zeros of p,(W’; X) is 
If f has singularities yl, y,, . . . , y,, the (modified) Lagrange interpolation polynomial is 
‘,*(f> x, = ,gl f(xjn>zjn(x> 
jP(n) 
which interpolates to f at the zeros of p,, except at the closest abscissa to a singularity, where 
it interpolates to zero. 
Let f(x) be a function that is real valued and measurable and such that 
I 
m 
_-m ]f(x)J(x]idx<w, j=O, 1,2,. . . . 
The nth partial sum of the orthonormal expansion of f in pO, pl, p2, . . . admits the 
representation 
%(.M= m I 
K,(x, t)f(t)W*(t) dt , n = 1,2,3, . . . . 
--m 
Throughout, u(x) is the Chebyshev weight 
u(x) = 
(1 - x2>-li2 ) x E (-1,l) ) 
0 
7 otherwise 
and pj(u; x), j = 0, 1,2, . . . , are the orthonormal polynomials associated with u, while the nth 
kernel for the Chebyshev weight is 
n-l 
Kn(u>x>t)=,zo Pj(u;x)Pj(U;t), n=1,2,.*** 
Finally, if ~4 is a measurable subset of R, and g is real valued and measurable 
llgll L4@) = 
1 
(I l&w du}l’” 7 l<q<m, 
esssup{(g(u)(:uEs&}, q=m. 
For brevity, we also use [(g]], = ]]gl(Lq(lwj. 
3. Quadrature estimates and convergence of quadratures 
Following are some properties of weights W E 8*: 
Lemma 3 1 . . Let W E 9*. There exist C,, C,, . . . , C,, with the following properties: 
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(i) Let r > 0. Then for all polynomials P of degree at most n, 
IIl.aTmwII, s C~~~llP(x)~(x)llLp(-llqZn,llq2rrj . 
(4 ‘yn-J’yn s c,cL :
(iii) A,(W2; x) 2 C,(q,ln)W2(x) , x E R . 
(iv> &(W*; -4 - (q,WW*(x) , 1x1 s C,q, . 
69 Xkrt - Xk+l,n - 4,/n 
uniformly for k and n such that (xkn I 6 C,q,. 
(vi) x1n - 4, - X2n * 
(vii) There exists C, > 1 such that 
IxIC, d Q(x) 6 lxlC7 ) 1x(> c, . 
(viii) There exists C, < 1 such that 
ncIO < -q4,Gnc9, n large enough. 
(ix) There exists C,, > 1 such that 
C 11 d 42nkl <2 3 n large enough. 
(x) Let w > 1. Then uniformly for 1 s u d W, 
Q’(ux) - Q’(x), x B C,, . 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
VI 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Proof. (i) Since W is even and nonincreasing for large Ix], this follows from Theorem A in 
Lubinsky [13, p. 2641. For sharp L, results, consult Mhaskar and Saff [24,25]. 
(ii) This follo ws easily from (i) with W replaced by W2 (note that W E 9* implies W” E 9* 
for all s > 0) and from the identity 
I 
m 
YAY, = _-m ~p~-~(W~;.x)p,(W*; x)W’(x) dx . 
Compare [7]. 
(iii) This follows from (3.5) in Lemma 3.3. in Lubinsky, Mate and Nevai [ 161, since 9* is 
contained in the class 9 considered in [16] and since (see (1.27) in [16]) 
A,(W2; x) = P,,,(W 0, x)>’ . 
(iv) This follows from (3.4) in Lemma 3.3 in [16]. 
(v) This is Lemma 3.5 in [16]. 
(vi) The fact that xIn > x2, 2 C,,q,, n large enough, follows easily from (v). The corres- 
ponding upper bound follows easily from the infinite-finite range inequality (i) and the 
formula 
I 
m 
/I 
cc 
Xl, = sup xP”(x) W “(x) dx P”(x)W”(x) dx , --m _-m 
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where the sup is taken over all polynomials P of degree at most IZ - 1. See [7,8]. 
(vii) The upper bound follows from Lemma 7(v) in [14], since 9* is contained in the class 
of Freud weights considered in [14]. To prove the lower bound, let us suppose first that Q 
satisfies (1.11). Then it is easy to see that Q(X) 2 C,, x2 for large enough 1x1. On the other 
hand, if Q satisfies (l-12), it is easily seen that for each E > 0, Q(x) 2 CIsI~/u-E for large 
enough 1x1. Hence the lower bound in (3.7) holds with C, > 1. 
(viii} By Lemma 7(vi) in [14], Q(x) -xQ’(x), x 2 C,,. Hence from (1.13), Q(q,) - rt, n 
large enough. By (3.7), for some C, > 1, C,,q,c6 6 M < C,,q?. Then (3.8) follows if 1 > C, > 
l/C,. 
(ix) This follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) and (ii) in [163. 
(x) This is Lemma 7(ix) in [14]. El 
We next prove a new Posse-Markov-Stieitjes inequality for even weights and integrands. 
Lemma 3.2. Let da(x) = W”(x) d x, where W is an even non-negative function on R such that 
all ~o~e~~~ of dcu are finite. Let G(x) be entire, with 
G(x) = I: gjx2j , XER, (3.11) 
j=O 
where 
gjao> i = 0, 1,2,.. . . (3.12) 
Let 0 < X < Y be two consecutive positive zeros of p,( W’; x) or let X = xl,1 and Y = ~0. Then 
I 
X 
_x G(x)W2(x) dx s C 
l-qn/<Y 
h,G(Xj,) ~ C G(x)W*(X) dx . (3.13) 
Proof. We first prove (3.13) for odd positive integers yt, say it = 2k + 1. Define another weight 
de*(U) = (W*(u))” du on [0, ~0) by 
(3.14) 
It is known (see 16, p. 50, Problem 141) that the orthonormal polynomials~~(~) for da*, their 
zeros xT~ and Christoffel numbers hTk may be expressed in terms of the corresponding 
quantities for da! by 
pk*(u) = u-112pzk+l(w2; z.?‘*) ) (3.15) 
XTk =Xj,2k+l> j=1,2,-+.,k, (3.16) 
ATk = 2hi,2k+l~y 2k+l , j = 1,2, . . . , k . (3.17) 
Both (3.15) and (3.16) follow by the substitution x = ul” in 
2 
I 0-p zk+,(W? x)P~,+#+‘~; x)W”@) dx = a,, , 
in, k = 0, 1,2, . . . . To prove (3.17), let P be a polynomial of degree at most 2k - 1, By the 
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Gauss quadrature formulae of order k for da*, and of order 2k + 1 for dcu, and by (3.16), 
i h;&&+r) = km P(u) da*(u) 
j=l 
= P(x’)x’W’(x) dx (by (3.14)) 
2k+l 
= c hj,2k+lP(X~,2k+l)X~,2k+l * 
j=l 
(3.18) 
Using symmetry of the zeros of pZk+r( IV’; x) about 0, and applying (3.18) to suitable 
polynomials, we obtain (3.17). 
Next, let us suppose g, = 0 and define 
H(u) = G(u”*)Iu , u E [0, ~0) , (3.19) 
so that by (3.11) and (3.12) 
H”‘(u) 2 0 ) zqo,q, j=o,1,2 ).... (3.20) 
We can then apply the usual Posse-Markov-Stieltjes inequality for the weight da* and the 
function H(u) [6, p. 33, ineq. (5.10); p. 92, Lemma 1.51 to deduce that - 
I’; H(u) da*(u) S & A;kH($k) s k” H(U) da*(u) 
I 
where U < V are two consecutive zeros of p: related to the zeros X, Y of pk( w* 
(3.21 ) 
; x) by (3.16) 
or U=xTk and V= ~0. Although Freud stated the inequality under the assumption that the 
derivatives in (3.20) are positive, he remarks [6, p. 50, Problem 161 that it suffices to have the 
derivatives non-negative. Alternatively, the reader may refer to [18, Lemma 3.21 for a full 
proof. Finally, if we make the substitution u = x 2 in (3.21) and use (3.14), (3.16), (3.17), 
(3.19) and y1= 2k + 1, we obtain 
I 
X 
_x G(x)W2(x) dx d C 
Ix,,l<Y 
AjnG(xj,) s I_: G(x)W2(x) dx > 
which is (3.13). To complete the proof of (3.13) for y1 odd, if suffices to prove (3.13) with G 
replaced by 1 and then to add the inequalities for G(u) - g, and for g, . 1. 
To this end, we use the usual Markov-Stieltjes inequality [6, p. 33, inequality (5.10)]: 
C ~j,, = C Aj, - C Aj, 
b,,l<Y x,,<y XjnS-Y 
Y 
d da(u) - I _ly da(u) = I -Y W’(u) du . 
Similarly 
c 
l+J<Y 
A, 2 j_; W”(u) du . 
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Thus (3.13) is valid for G = 1 also. 
When y1 is even, say y1= 2k, the proof is similar but easier, as G(0) is irrelevant. One uses 
the weight d&(u) = (I@(u))~ du, where 
~ 1’2( w(u1’2))2 ) u E [O, 00) ) 
> 
otherwise . 
Further the associated zeros ijk and Christoffel numbers ij, satisfy 
One then 
fjk = x; 2k and ii, = 2Aj 2k , j = 1,2, . . . , k . 
applies the usual Posse-Markov-Stieltjes inequality to 
H(u) = G(u”~) and d& . 0 
We turn to the 
Proof of Theorem 6. As remarked previously, 9* is contained 
considered in [14]. By Theorem 1 in [14], there exists an even 
even order derivatives non-negative and such that for Ix] large 
G(x) - W-“(x)+(]x]) a 
in the class of Freud weights 
entire function G(x) with all 
enough, 
(3.22) 
Then G has a representation in the form (3.11) and (3.12) and we may clearly assume g, > 0. 
Since both sides of (3.22) are positive and continuous in R, we see that (3.22) holds for all 
x E R. Then by Lemma 3.2, with X = xln and Y = ~0, 
i L~-*hJ4(xkn) b C, 2 LG(x,,) 2 C, j-_; GW+‘*W cit.4 
k=l k=l 
3 c, I 
X 
ox Nul) du (by (3.22)) 
-I Orln 4(u) du , 
(3.23) 
since X = xln - 4, (by Lemma 3.l(vi)) and since $(ulC) - 4(u) in R, for any C>O. In a 
similar manner, Lemma 3.2 yields 
n-l 
kz2 hknW-2(Xk,t)~(Xkn) s c, JI:” 6(U) du . . (3.24) 
To deal with the residual term 
7, = JQ-2(Xln)&n) + &nW-2(X”n)HXJ > 
we choose a G,(x) which is even, entire, satisfies (3.11) and (3.12), and 
G,(x) - V2(x)(1 + x2)-’ , x E R . (3.25) 
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This is possible by Theorem 1 in [14]. Then as xln = -x,, - q,, 
d C44k)qfi _-m (j- G,(u)W2(u) du - j-“” G,(u)W*(u) du) 
-x2n 
I 
m 
6 whJq: i2 du s Gj~(q,)q,, 7 
I2n 
by (3.25) and Lemma 3.l(vi). As 
cb(s,) - 4(u) 9 u E hJ2, %I 7 
we obtain 
7, < c, 
I q;2 W) du * 
(3.26) 
Finally, (3.23), (3.24) and (3.26) yield the result. 0 
Next, we prove a ‘local’ quadrature sum estimate using the results and methods of 
Lubinsky, Mat& and Nevai [16] and Lubinsky and Nevai [17]. 
Lemma 3 3 Let WE 9*. Let q > 0. Let -CO < r < 2. There exists E > 0 such that for . . 
0 < 6 < E s E, for each positive integer 1 and for all polynomials P of degree at most In, 
, Fsq Akn~P(Xkn)~qW-'(X/c~) G cl j-;;; IP(X)l"w'-'(x) dx . 
*kn s ,, n 
(3.27) 
Here C, is independent of n and P, but depends on 8, E and 1. 
Proof. Let 
w*(U) = w (2-r)‘q(~) = exp(- Q*(u)) , 
where Q*(U) = ((2 - r)/q)Q(u). It is easy to see that W* E 8*. Further if q,* is the root of the 
equation 
qzQ*‘(q,) = n , n large enough, 
then it follows from Lemma 3.l(ix) that qz - q, for n large enough. Theorem 3.2 in [17] with 
+(t) = t shows that 
IPW*(x)(’ 6 C2(n3q,)-1 /_:I JPW*(u)l’{K,*(x, u)}4 du , (3.28) 
” 
for 1x1 & xq,, 0 < x < 5, and all polynomials P of degree at most an arbitrary constant times n. 
Here C, is independent of n, P and x, while 
KS, u) = K”(UY ~~(5SJ 7 a3LJ) , x7 u E R! 3 (3.29) 
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is the (scaled) nth kernel for the Chebyshev weight. In view of our definition of W*, we may 
rewrite (3.28) as 
jP(x)]“W’-‘(x) < C2(n3q,)-’ _/:;in ]P(u)lqW2-‘(u){K;(x, u)}” du , (3.30) 
(xl< xq,. Next, by Lemma 3.l(iv), there exists E > 0 such that 
A,, = &(W2; %J s C,(QW”(&?) 9 lGzl 6 e7, . 
Then if 0 < 6 < E < E, (3.30) shows that if P has degree at most In 
=G c, I”” (p(~)(~W~-‘(u)n-~{ c (K;(xkn, u))~} du , 
-cqn Ixknls6q, 
(3.31) 
where Kz is given by (3.29) with 5 = E. To estimate the sum in the right member of (3.31), we 
use Lemma 2.3 in [16]. Firstly, if E is small enough, Lemma 3.1(v) shows that for E s E, 
(x/&q,)) - (xk+l,&q,)) - n-l Y lXk”l s E4, . 
Hence, if 
t&, = arccos(x,,l(eq,)) , k = 1,2, . . . , II , 
it is easily seen that for 6 < E, 
A, = min{e,+,,, - ok,+: (xknl d 6q,} -n-l . 
Then by Lemma 2.3 in [16], and by (3.29), 
c {K;(x,,, u)>‘s C,n” , IuI G Eq, - 
h&S‘?, 
Since [27, p. 1081 
IK,(rJ, x, f>l G C,n > 1x1, ItI s 1 > 
(3.31) and (3.32) yield the result. 0 
(3.32) 
The final result in this section, on convergence of Gauss quadrature, is essentially drawn from 
Lubinsky and Sidi [19, Theorem 3.5(a)]. 
Lemma 3.4. Let W E %*. Let 0 < p < ~0. Let f: Iw+- R and assume there exist 
-co=yo<y,<y2<...<yI<yl+l =aJ 
such that f is bounded and Riemann integrable in each compact siubinterval of ( y,, Y,+~), 
i = 0, 1,2, . . . , 1. Assume that for some E > 0, 
I f(x)/ = O( Jx - yJ -l’pJlogJx - yi 1) -lip ’ * * /log * * * JlogJx - yJ II -l’p-E) ) (3.33) 
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as x-+yi, i = 1,2, . . . , 1. Assume further that for some E > 0, 
jf(x)lW(x) = o(Jx~-“~~log~x(J-~‘~~~~~log~~~log(x(~-”~-’) 
as Ix\+ ~0. Then for any polynomial P, 
liil Z,*(lf- PlpWq = Il(f- P)Wll;. 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Proof. We first show that If - PlpWp-2 is ‘monotone integrable’ in the sense of Definition 3.3 
in Lubinsky and Sidi [19]. Let 
4(x) = Ix] -‘]1og]x( I -I * * * (log * * . (loglx] ( ( -1-Ep ) 
for small enough Jx( and large enough Ix]. By Corollary 2 in [14], there exists an even 
nonnegative entire function G,(x), with all even order derivatives nonnegative in IF!, satisfying 
I 
50 
_-a G,(x)W2(x) dx < 00 
and 
By (3.34), we see that 
lirnntp If- PIP(x)WP~2(~)/G~(x) ~00. 
Next,‘by Corollary 4 in [14], there exist functions Gi(x) absolutely monotone in (-m, yi) and 
completely monotone in ( yi, 00) satisfying 
I 
zc 
_-co Gi(x)W2(x) dx < 03 
and 
i-1,2,..., 1. Then by (3.33), we have for i = 1,2, . . . , I, 
1irnn.p ) f - PI “(x)W’-‘(x) /Gi(x) < 03 . 
Thus If- PI’;‘-’ ’ IS ‘monotone integrable’ in the sense of [19], and Theorem 3.5(a) in [19] 
shows that 
/im- K,*(]f- PlpWp-2) = j-_; If- PIp(x)Wp(x) dx . (3.36) 
Here K,*( *) is the Gauss quadrature rule associated with W2, modified as in (2.4A,B) and 
(2.5) in [19]. K,*(e) is similar to the I:[ * ] of this paper but differs in the following respect: 
Whereas I:[ * ] used in this paper omits only the closest abscissa to each singularity yj, KE( *) 
may omit both the closest abscissas on the left and right of each singularity yi. Then (3.36) will 
imply (3.35) provided we can show the term included in I,*, but possibly omitted from K,*, 
converges to 0 as 12 -+ ~0. Thus if 1~ i d 1 and x,(~ njn is not the closest abscissa to yj but is 
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either the closest abscissa on the left or right, we must show 
k_m kf(i,n)n If- pIpwp-2(xd(i,n)n> = O ’ (3.37) 
Firstly, it follows from Lemma 3.l(iv) that hdci+),, =0(4,/n) while the spacing property (3.5) 
ensures that ].x,(~,~)~ - yi] - q,ln. Then (3.33) yields (3.37). 0 
4. Proof of Theorems 3, 4 and 5 
It will be convenient to define some characteristic functions. Throughout, we let E denote 
the constant of Lemma 3.3 and we assume E d D, where D is as in (1.15). The characteristic 
function of (- Eq,/4, Eq,/4) will be denoted by x,(x), and the characteristic function of 
(-Eq,/2, Eq,/2) will be denoted by x:(x). Finally, 
x:(x) = I- x,(x) (4.1) 
denotes the characteristic function of [w\(- Eq,/4, Eq,/4). Our strategy in proving Theorem 3 
and 4 will be to write, for some polynomial P, 
f-P=(f-P)X,+(f-P)X;. (4.2) 
The two terms on the right hand side will be dealt with separately, in a manner similar to that 
in Nevai [28]. 
Lemma 4.1. Let WE S*B. Let 1 <q < ~0. Let h: R-+= R be real valued and measurable and let 
hW E L,(R). Then there exists C independent of n and h such that 
IIWXL +YxWll, =G WWI, . (4.3) 
Proof. Let g E L,(R). We use g- to denote the Hilbert transform of g, that is, for almost all 
X E [w, 
See [39]. It is a classical result of Riesz [39, p. 1881 that - is bounded as an operator from 
L,(R) to L,(R). Now by the Christoffel-Darboux formula for K,(x, t) [6], one may write 
%(hXZ> x) 
= (Y,-1/3/J J_; (hx3(t){P&)P,-I(t) - P,(t)P,-,(x)>(x - t>-‘W”(t) dt 
= (r,-,l~~Y,){P,(x)(hx~P,-1W2)-(x) -P,~I(x)(hx~p,W')-(x)}. 
Using (1.15) and Lemma 3.l(ii), we see that for Ix] G Dq,, 
IUhxE, -+%>I s Cd’* j=z_I I(hXEPjW2)W * 
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Using boundedness of - from L,(R) to L,(R) and the fact that E/2 d D, we obtain 
IlUhx~7 x>wxn*wllq B c2qY i: Il~X~Pj~211, 
j=n-1 
d c,llfwl, Y 
by (1.15) and the definition of xz. Cl 
The following lemma uses ideas due to Marcinkiewicz, as modified by Askey [l] and Nevai 
Dl. 
Lemma 4.2. Let WE %*B. Let 1 <p < 
and let 
~0. Let f be as in Lemma 3.4, let P be a polynomial, 
u,=(f-P)x,, n=l,2,3 ,.... (4.4) 
Then for some C, independent of n and P, 
li~~_uPllL,*(~“~ >WX~(4ll, d c,Ilcf- wql~ W) 
Proof. Let 
h,(x) = x,*(x) sign(W& ma% ~>Ip-1wp-2(~)~IIL~(~,, +Yx~<x>ll;-’ , 
n = 1,2,3, . . . . Then if q satisfies l/p + 1 /q = 1, we see that /I h,W II 4 = 1. Further, 
]]L,*(% x)wXXx)]], = 1-1 LXu,> x)h,(W2(x) dx 
=J‘ 
m 
_-cc K+Xu,, x)S,(h,, x)W’(x) dx 
(by orthogonality of h, - S,(h,, *) to polynomials of degree 
<n) 
= c Aj,(f- P)(xj,)‘,(h,, xj,) 7 (4.6) 
IxjnlGEq,/4 
i5%n) 
by the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula, the definition (4.4) of u,, and the interpolatory 
properties of Li. Since (p-2)/p+(q-2)lq=O, we have 
W(p-2)‘~(Xjn)W(q-*)‘Y(Xj,) = 1 
and so we may apply Holder’s inequality to the right hand side of (4.6) to deduce that 
l14x%z~ +YxX4ll, 6 U”,(n)~“P{T2(4~1’q , (4.7) 
where 
T,(n) = c ‘jnlf- pIp(xjn)wp~2(xjn) (4.8) 
Ix,“l=J%J4 
i6%) 
and 
Here by 
Further, 
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T*(n) = c 
Ix,nl=w,/4 
AjrzISn(hn7 xjn)lqwq~2(Xjn)~ 
Lemma 3.4, as rz+w, 
T,(n)“P d {z;[lf- Plpwp-2]}1’p+ IJ(f- P)WII, 
Lemma 3.3 with r = 2 - q, 6 = El4 and E = E/2, shows that 
~,(~Y4 6 C,llUk7 GYx3)ll, G c311klwIq = c, 7 
by Lemma 4.1 and as h, = h,xz. Then the result follows from (4.7) to (4.11) 
We can now prove the following lemma. 
97 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
0 
Lemma 4.3. Let W E S*B. Let 1 <p < w. Let f be as in Lemma 3.4. Assume further that $I is 
a positive function in R such that 
Ifww) = ww > Ixl+w 7 (4.12) 
where for large enough 1x1, 
$(x) = (1 + Ixl)“(loglxl)b(log loglxl)” - * * (log * * * loglxl)d ) 
and where a, b, c, . . . are real numbers of which at most finitely many are nonzero. Finally, 
assume that y 3 0 is such that 
;& {log” ccl(u) du]q;l:Z-yl(p,Wllp = 0. (4.13) 
Then, if P is any polynomial and {u,} is given by (4.4), 
limn:p lla%o ww(l+ 14-‘IIp d CllKf - P)WI, Y (4.14) 
where Cl is independent of n and P. 
Proof. Since (1 + Ix[)-~ d 1, Lemma 4:2 shows that it suffices to prove 
Fm, llGx%~ 4ww + IXI)-YIILp(,X,at7q,/2) = 0. (4.15) 
Now, by (2.1) 
L,,“(u,, x) = c 
Ixjnl-CE9,/4 
(f - P>(xj~)hj,(3/,-1’3/,)P,-l(xj,>P,(x)’(x - ‘jn> * 
j@Wn) 
By Lemma 3.l(ii), (1.15) and as E 2 D, we obtain for 1x12 Eq,/2, 
Let A>0 
JYx%, 4w4(l+ WYI 
d c2qn -1’2-ylPnwl(x> jgz Ajnlf - pl(xjn>w-‘(xjn) ’ (4.16) 
n 
) 
be so large that Iy,lsA,j=l,2 ,..., 1. We see from (4.12) that there exists C, 
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depending on f, P and A such that 
If- PI(x) G C,W-‘(x)$(x) , (xl 2 A. 
Then 
C 
IxjnIaA 
‘inIf_ P](‘,)W-‘(Xj,) d Cj 2 h,W-2(Xj,)lCr(Xjn) ~ Cd r e(U) du 7 
j=l 
by Theorem 6. Next, it follows easily from Lemma 3.4 that 
lim c 
“-m /x,,+A 
hj,(f- Pl(x,)W-‘(xi,) = 1-t (f- Pl(x)W(x) dx . 
i#%n) 
Since $J is a positive function, we deduce that for some C, depending on f, P and A, the sum in 
the right hand side of (4.16) is bounded above by 
C5 I 
,,qr I@) du . 
Then (4.15) follows easily from (4.13) and (4.16). 0 
Next, we need some weighted Nikolskii inequalities (Mhaskar [22], Mhaskar and Saff [24], 
Nevai and Totik [34], Levin and Lubinsky [ll, Theorem 7.61). 
Lemma 4.4. Let W E S*. Let 1 Sp d r d a. Then for all polynomials P of degree at most n, 
IIPWI, s wP-l’rllpwIr (4.17) 
and 
IIPWJJ, S C,(nIqn)l’P-l”JIPWJJp . (4.18) 
Proof. If W E 9* satisfies (1. ll), then W is essentially a superregular weight in the sense of 
Mhaskar [22]. Then Corollary 2 and Theorem 3 in [22] yield the result. If W E S* satisfies 
(1.12)) then Theorem 1 in [22] and Lemma 3.1 (ii) and (iii) yield the result. Cl 
We can now prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let W E 8* B. Let A > 0 and 1 <p < ~0. Then 
,& (max{]]/jnW]]p: lxjnl d A}) = 0. (4.19) 
Proof. If p 2 2 or qi = O(n), this follows easily from the weighted Nikolskii inequalities and 
Lemma 3.l(iv). However if W satisfies (1.12), n = o(qz), so we provide a proof of (4.19) 
which works in general. 
Much as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 up to (4.6), and as Zj,, = L,(Z,,), we see 
II’jn(x)wXE(x)llp = II Ln(zjnY x)wXE(x)llp = AjnSn(Hn, xjn) (4.20) 
where H,, is a measurable function with ]I H,W II q = 1, and where l/p + l/q = 1. As at (4.7) to 
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(4.9), the right hand side of (4.20) may be bounded above by T,(n)“PT2(n)“q, where 
T,(n) = hj,WP-‘(xi,) = o(1) , uniformly for lxjn/ S A , 
by Lemma 3.l(iv). Further r,(n) may be given by (4.9), with h, replaced by H,,. As in the 
proof of Lemma 4.2, we see that (4.11) holds with some C, independent of Ix~,,( G A and IZ. 
Thus 
limp ~~lj,,(x)Wx~(x)~(,, = 0 uniformly for \_x~~( d A . 
Hence (4.19) follows if we can show that uniformly for 1~~~1 d A, 
$9m II[I~(X)W(X)IILp(~x(5Eq,/2) =O * (4.21) 
The proof of this is similar to that of Lemma 4.3. Indeed, as at (4.16), we see that for 
1x13 Eq,/2, and Inin d A, 
Izjn(x)w(x)l d C,q,“21PnWl(x)Aj,W-1(Xj,) d C*q~‘2n-‘lP,Wl(x) > (4.22) 
by Lemma 3.l(iv). Next, the weighted Nikolskii inequalities of Lemma 4.4 and the orthonor- 
mality of p, show that 
(4.23) 
Together with (4.22) this easily yields (4.21), as q, = o(n). q 
Following is our general theorem. 
Theorem 7. Let WE B*B. Let 1 <p < m. Let f be as in Lemma 3.4. Assume also that $ is a 
positive function in R such that 
If(~)IW~) = o(W)) > IA+ > (4.24) 
where for large enough 1x1, 
I+) = (1 + ~X~)“(log~X~)“(log loglxl)” * . * (log - * * loglxoj ) (4.25) 
and a, b, c, . , . are real numbers of which at most finitely many are non-zero. Further, assume 
that y 3 0 satisfies 
and if p > 2, assume also 
lim2;p $( q,)qfi’2(nlqn)“2-“P <co . 
Then 
pi IKfW - LXf, x)lW(x)(l + lxl>-‘II, = 0. 
Proof. Let P be a polynomial. For y1 = 1,2,3, . . . , let 
Un =(f - P)x, and w,=(f-P)xff, 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
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with the notation of (4.1). If y1 exceeds the degree of P, 
‘(‘> = Ln(p7 ‘> = C 
j@Yn) 
p(xj,)‘j,(x) + ,Ez 
n 
) p(xj,>zj,<x> * 
Then if II is large enough, we see from (4.1), (4.29) and the definition of L,*(f, x) that 
f(‘) - LZ(f7 ‘I= (f- ‘I(‘) - Lz(f- ‘> ‘> + jgz 
n 
) p(xjn)zj,(x) 
= (f- P)(x) - L3,, 
By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 and as (1 + ]x])-‘~ 1 we have 
lim~s_uPll~f(x) - K(fY ~)~~(~)(l+ l4>-‘ll, 
G (1 + c,>ll(f- wul, + lim:“P kxw,> mwll, > 
where C, is independent of P. Since 
(4.30) 
the weighted polynomials PW are dense in the space X = {f: fW E L,(R)} with )I f)jx = 
I] f~]], (see, for example; [41, Proposition 5.41). Thus the first term in the right hand side of 
(4.30) may be made arbitrarily small. Then (4.28) follows if we can show that for every 
polynomial P, 
(4.31) 
Since w,(x) = 0 for Ix] < Eq,/4, we see that 
LX% x) = L,( w,, x) for II large enough. 
By the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula, 
IIL,(w,, x>w<x>IIi = 1-L LZ(wn, x>w’(x> dx = 
n 
,4 ‘jn(f- p)2(xjn) 
=0 C 
lxjnlaEqni4 
AjrzWp2(xjn)+2(qn)) =“(q,+2(qn)) 9 
by (4.24), Theorem 6, Lemma 3.l(vi) and as +(u) - $( q,), for Eq,/4 s Iu( d x,,. 
Suppose now p s 2. Since f satisfies (3.34) in Lemma 3.4, it is easy to see that we may 
assume that a d -1 /p and b d -1 /p in the definition (4.25) of $-for if (4.26) holds for a 
given +, it also holds for any smaller $J. Then the weighted Nikolskii inequalities in Lemma 4.4 
show that 
lI4Ic% ewll, s c2q~‘p-“20(q~‘2~(q,)) = 41) 7 
as a, b d -1 /p. Thus (4.31) holds for p < 2. Next, suppose p > 2. By Lemma 4.4, 
IILWL~ awl, d weLz) 1’2-1’Po(qf?‘2(CI(qn)) = o(1) ) 
by (4.27). Thus (4.31) still holds. Cl 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We see firstly that f satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. We must 
choose a suitable I,!I for which (4.24) and (4.26) hold with y = 0. Let 0 < 6 < E and for large 
1x1, let I,!I be given by (4.25), where 
a=b=c=...= -1lp and d=-Ilp-6. 
Then (4.24) follows from (1.20), and by (4.23), 
(r C(~)du)~~1’2111),Wll,,=o(4:i-1iP)~,112O(Yb’pL:2)=o(1). 
Thus (4.26) holds with y = 0. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. We must show that $(x) = 1x1 PO satisfies (4.24), (4.26) and (4.27) with 
the given value of y, and that fsatisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.4. Firstly, we may rewrite 
(1.24) in the form 
lim sup (nlq,)“2-1’pq~‘2-P < a . (4.32) 
n-m 
Since 9, = o(n) (by Lemma 3.l(viii)), it follows that /3 > 4. Thus f fulfils the requirement 
(3.34) of Lemma 3.4. Next, (1.23) trivially implies (4.24), while (4.32) is equivalent to (4.27) 
and (1.25) is equivalent to (4.26). Cl 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let 9 satisfy l/p + 1 /q = 1. By (1.36), 
I/_; fWW dx - Ctk fli = I!_; {f(x) - CXf, 4WC4 dxi . 
=% Il(f(4 - J%f> mw)u + WYllp 
x lIw~-lw(l + 14>‘llq 
by HGlder’s inequality. Here if 1 < p d 2, we choose y = 0 and otherwise take y to be the 
value in (1.38). Then Theorems 3 and 4 yield the result. 0 
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